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MEDIA INFORMATION 

Karen Catherine Murdarasi is a Scottish author of adult (no, 

not that kind) and young adult fiction and non-fiction, usually 

with a historical focus. 

Born in Glasgow, she spent most of her childhood in Sheffield 

before graduating with a First in Ancient History from the 

University of St Andrews – categorically the best university in 

the world.  

She then spent a few years as a Christian missionary in Albania 

before returning to Glasgow with fluent Albanian, a smattering 

of Balkan recipes, and the rudiments of crochet. 

Her first novel, Leda, was short-listed for the Scripture Union 

New Fiction Prize in 2007. She has since written novelised 

biographies of St Augustine and St Patrick (Christian Focus 

Publications), and the non-fiction Why Everything You Know 

about Robin Hood Is Wrong. She also annotated the 21st century 

edition of Hugh MacDonald’s classic Rambles Round Glasgow. 

K C Murdarasi is available for speaking engagements, 

interviews and appearances. 
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REVIEWS 
“K. C. Murdarasi … writes beautifully and deeply theologically for young people.” 

Rev Mo Gibbs, Baptist Union of Scotland 

(Full review: https://www.scottishbaptist.com/book-review/k-c-murdarasi-leda/) 

“Augustine: The Truth Seeker … is a wonderfully interesting version of Augustine’s life story. Ms. 

Murdarasi has done a wonderful job of bringing Augustine to life for middle grade kids.” 

Danika Cooley, Thinking Kids Press 

(Full review: https://www.thinkingkidsblog.org/2014/06/11/augustine-the-truth-seeker-by-k-c-

murdarasi-review/) 

“I read Leda in the course of a flight from London to Dublin and found it to be quite a page-turner. 

The nicely-spaced incidents all move the story along in the right direction and I warmly commend 

it.” 

Dr John Blanchard, bestselling author 

 

SELECT PUBLISHING CREDITS 

 History Today 

 Prima 

 People’s Friend 

 Premier Christianity 

 Take a Break Fiction Feast 

 Evergreen 

 Word of Mouth Productions 
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